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For Gerry Sanders, a python shifter and director at the Supernatural Enforcers Agency, work was
the most important thing in his life. Right up until an adorable little squirrel shifter runs right into his
life equipped with mistletoe and a singing reindeer sweater. He wants her, his beast wants her
more. But thereâ€™s one problem â€“ other than the huge age gap and the fact that he is technically
her boss â€“ heâ€™s married. Heâ€™s stuck in an arranged marriage to a python shifter who
canâ€™t stand him. But with an expiration date on their unhappily married life, can he hold onto his
squirrel shifter before she realizes that she can do better than a miserable, middle-aged snake
shifter?If you are interested in receiving my newsletter to find out about new releases please do visit
my website, the website includes info on all previous novellas as well as ideas in the works and
some short stories: http://elizabethannprice.wix.com/eapricenovellasWhile the SEA encounters
cases of revenge killings, and Gerry deals with his wife and a crazy brother-in-law, can he solve the
cases before someone decides to take vengeance on him and he loses his mate for good?This
addition to the series starts before Book One and ends after Book Three. And caution! This does
contain swearing (thereâ€™s a lot of use of the f word!), as well as scenes of a sexual nature with
m/f interaction intended for mature readers.
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Wonderful story and I recommend this to everyone who has enjoyed this series. Newbies need to
read the prior books. There were quite a few distracting grammar and sentence wording errors,
which is disappointing. Again, the writer needs a good editor/beta reader/writing partner. However, I
just enjoy this writer's work so much that I still do an automatic one click to buy her stories.

Reading book 3 and starting this one...I was a bit confused at first. I mean I dig learning how Gerry
and Jesse meet and all that. Just dealing with the other characters who are mated but not is what
confused me. I know what the writer was doing and it did come out later that Gunner mated to Erin.
Just took me some time to get the timeline straight.Gerry is in an impossible situation. I felt for him.
Jesse is sweet and sassy and very funny. Gerry isn't as stoic as he comes off. I 100% understood
Jesse's apprehensiveness in regards to whether to get together with Gerry or not. It was mostly that
he was married still and he was her boss. Before anyone freaks its an arranged marriage but his
wife wanted it to be open because obviously they didn't love each other and weren't intimate. His
wife isnt such a bad person but a bit selfish but she did change towards the end. There weren't any
surprises in this for me. I knew instantly who the culprits/murderers were in the book. No real
mystery. Author didnt do such a good job at that. Thats ok though. Not my favorite but I did enjoy it.
Fast read. I think to date book 1 is my fav. I look forward to Zane's story though. :)

The story was cute. The world is interesting. The writing both light with a touch of real (despite the
furry and really all manner of mystical creatures). I like how the author has managed to interweave
the timeline of this series with all the books so far. I didn't read the second - because, honestly the
characters sounded annoying to me - but the 1st and this one were good for a weekday night read.
The h was especially fun and I liked how she interacted with other characters.The world that is
developing is a lot of fun. The characters are charming. And I liked the attempt at a mystery... not
mysterious at all. It's a bit slow to start and the timeline is tricky at first in this book (it goes for over a
year once the H&h meet - which could -should- have actually happened sooner). Telling the H's
back-story took too much time. This can really be explained as the story goes by maybe having a
family member visit (I would have enjoyed that more than the maudlin thoughts of how distant his
family was with each other) or during one of his talks with his wife. I really felt that the H could have
been more alpha and really ditched the wife so much earlier on (his family didn't sound the

sacrificing type for him - so why was he sacrificing so much for them). It was a little too much of a
plot device but not so much to be overly annoying. Mostly because it didn't become a HUGE
obstacle for the H&h. And he managed to redeem himself - at least for me - by the end.A solid 3
stars with an epilogue that makes me very curious for the 4th in the series. Cute but not very
mysterious and a bit slow at the start. I'll be buying the next one though.

I liked this one enough to look up other books by this author. It was my type of book. The hero was
a little bit over the top "Alpha". The h was great.. And she could get into/out of trouble. Good
times.Sex - OK, not a lot and not as steamy as usual.Story - great. It kept me interestedRe-read yup. It was fun.

This is an extremely well told story with depth and humor and enough excitement to keep you
turning the pages to the end. The dialogue was natural and the characters relationships had realistic
aspects. I loved the honesty in Gerry's dysfunctional marriage and the tension that situation had on
his love life. I loved the spunk that the author imbued into Jessie's character. She belt honest and
real. The murders and the plot twists added enough excitement to push the plot to move faster. I
loved the recurring characters from previous books handbook forward to buying and reading Zane's
story next. I would definitely recommend this book. You will not be disappointed.

This is Gerry's story. He is the head of the SEA. Always keeping his emotions under control, cool
under fire (probably because he's a python shifter). All of that changes when he meets the SEA's
new tech Jessie.Jessie is an intelligent , sassy and spunky squirrel shifter. When Gerry meets
Jessie for the first time the word MINE pops into his head. He's found his mate and his python is
ecstatic, but there's a problem. Gerry is married (it's a marriage of convenience to save his family).
He tries to resist being with Jessie but the pull to ones mate is impossible to ignore.The SEA is
working on several open cases that have one sinister thing in common. Then the unthinkable
happens. Jessie is taken and Gerry will show her kidnappers what happens when you get between
a shifter and his mate.

Another awesome story and a great addition to the SEA series.Gerry python shifter, director and all
around hard a$$, of course all that changes when he meets his mate.Jessie squirrel shifter,
adorable, sassy with a heart of gold.Action, drama, laughter, sexy times, and lots of love.Loved
seeing previous characters from this series and catching up.Looking forward to Zane's story next.
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